Senate Judiciary Meeting (continued)

Considered:

to be a member of the New Jersey State Commission on Aging:

Thelma Lucille Boone of Burlington to replace Parsley Greenleaf, deceased, for the term prescribed by law.

Maryann G. Carroll of Asbury Park to replace Steven M. Levine, D.C., resigned, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the New Jersey State Commission on Cancer Research:

Lawrence R. Coia, M. D. of Indian Mills to replace Diana Lake, M.D., for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the New Jersey Tourism Advisory Council:

Markus Peter of Locust to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Maryann G. Carroll of Asbury Park to replace Steven M. Levine, D.C., resigned, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the New Jersey Water Supply Authority:

Dena K. Scibilia of Ringoes to replace Gary B. Mount, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Parole Advisory Board:

Rolando Gomez-Rivera of Somers, for the term prescribed by law.

Patricia G. Miller of Egg Harbor Township for the term prescribed by law.

Captain Linda W. Vestal of Somerset for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Passaic County Board of Taxation:

Richard Mohr of Paterson to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Rutgers University-Board of Trustees:

Kevin E. Kennedy, Esq. of Red Bank to replace E. Allen Nickerson, Esq., for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the State Agriculture Development Committee:

Julia Cobb Allen of Flemington to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the State Board of Agriculture:

Thomas A. Brodhecker of Newton to replace Richard Neuenhuis, for the term prescribed by law.

Douglas Zee of Glassboro to replace Asa C. Cadwallader, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the State Board of Physical Therapy:

Barry G. Ingle, P.T. of Wayne to replace Gwendoline M. McCullagh, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the State Planning Commission:

Michele Simone Byers of Southampton to succeed herself, for the term prescribed by law.

Ken Scherer of Belle Mead to replace Joseph Manganello, resigned, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the State Real Estate Appraiser Board:

John A. McCann of Ocean City to replace John H. Ravitza, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Task Force on the Availability of Homeowners Insurance in the Coastal Region:

Kirk W. Conover of Leeds Point for the term prescribed by law.

Barbara Weigand of Rio Grande for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey - Board of Trustees:

Allen Chin of Westfield to replace Joseph A. Maressa, Esq., for the term prescribed by law.

Frederick Cullinane Sterritt, D. M. D. of Belle Mead to replace Michael L. Silverstein, M.D., for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Veterans’ Services Council:

Juan M. Dominguez, Jr. of Bogota to replace Margaret M. Malone, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Water Supply Advisory Council:

David Cohen of Holmdel to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

M. Boyd Miller of Brielle to replace Dean C. Noll, for the term prescribed by law.

M. Boyd Miller of Brielle to replace Dean C. Noll, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the Parole Advisory Board:

Rolando Gomez-Rivera of Somers for the term prescribed by law.

Patricia G. Miller of Egg Harbor Township for the term prescribed by law.

Today's legislative session meets the bill for the term prescribed by law.
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to be a member of the Supply Advisory Council:

David Cohen of Holmdel to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

M. Boyd Miller of Brielle to replace Dean C. Noll, for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the William Paterson University of New Jersey - Board of Trustees:

Frederick L. Gruel of Bridgewater to succeed himself, for the term prescribed by law.

Kirk W. Conover of Leeds Point for the term prescribed by law.

Barbara Weigand of Rio Grande for the term prescribed by law.

to be a member of the University of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey - Board of Trustees:
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